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In early 2020, before Coronavirus consumed the world’s attention, catastrophic bushfires were sweeping across Australia. As things turned biblical, so too did politicians, with evangelical backbenchers in the Federal Parliament declaring that the world was in the grips of a “climate cult”. Battling against oppressive heat and blankets of smoke, people took to streets around the country to demand accountability and action. Governments in NSW and Victoria moved swiftly to declare climate emergencies. However, in the state of Queensland, home to the world’s largest prospective coal mine, legislators responded with a new law – criminalising peaceful demonstration.

Drawn from original participatory action research, this paper examines recent activist movements in Brisbane, the state capital of Queensland and largest single municipality in Australia. A former penal colony, governance in Brisbane is founded upon a culture of coercion and denial in which overt criticality is kept in check through a careful curation of urban space by municipal authorities. Central to this are the architects and planners whose imaginative renderings help to sell an idealised vision of the New World City, Brisbane City Council’s ubiquitous marketing slogan. In response, the city’s counter-
cultural organisers seek to prompt debate through so-called ‘creative occupations’ of public space – events that offer an alternative vision of the New World City as a place of radical and plural democracy. Situating these creative practices within the recent history of subaltern spatial politics and socially engaged art, a distinction is drawn between processes of ‘place-making’ and ‘claim-staking’ in order to interrogate conflicting approaches to urban development. Of central interest is the role of creative expertise in defining the terms of public debate, calling into question the political responsibilities of design: How does architectural expertise guide the actions of the powerful clients we serve? How can we use this position to shift the values of deeply entrenched institutions? And most importantly, how can we do it quickly enough to halt progress towards economic and ecological collapse?
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